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News for the health and care system

06 Dec 2017

We’ve got a packed newsletter this month (I’ll leave you to insert your own festive metaphor!).
We’ve refreshed our staff engagement pages with extra information, resources and case studies.
We can now make freely available the Operation TLC behaviour change resources – first
developed for Barts NHS Trust with Global Action Plan (GAP). Thanks to GAP for making these
available for organisations who want to pick up a behaviour change campaign and run with it.
We’ve also got news on a new sustainability reporting online portal, the Sustainable
Development Assessment Tool – SDAT - and a request for your healthy travel plans, policies and
other materials. Plus a great case study on sustainable dementia services.
Thanks for reading and please keep in touch
The SDU team

Latest News
Improvements to new Sustainable Development Assessment Tool - SDAT
Improvements to the new self-assessment tool include better exports for action plans,
improved dashboard and fixes to issues around submitting modules before completion.
Read more »

Tell us about your Sustainable and Healthy Travel
Please share your approaches, policies, surveys and case studies in relation to Sustainable
and Healthy Travel.
Read more »

New online Sustainability Reporting Portal live and ready for testing
Beta testing of the SDU’s new Sustainability Reporting Portal has now started and the SDU is
seeking more users to give it a try and share their views.
Read more »

Participants sought for a research consultation in hospital design
Experienced clinicians and hospital facility managers are sought for a brief interview and
software trial on research into hospital design.
Read more »

Research into sustainability in supply chain seeks respondents to survey
Study into how sustainability is embedded within the sourcing and supply practices across the
public sector.
Read more »

Latest Events
Sustainable Health and Care Campaign - Regional Events
The new campaign will be on the road from February to May and will be visiting Bristol,
Birmingham, Leeds, London and Manchester with free regional events for people working in
the NHS, health and care and related public sector organisations. Sign up to the newsletter to
make sure you get your invite.
Sign up here»

Case Study
Young people with dementia service and sustainability
The Berkshire charity Younger People With Dementia (YPWD) and Berkshire Healthcare NHS
Foundation Trust have developed a new and innovative model of care to provide a more
tailored service to meet the specific needs of individuals and their carers living with early onset
dementia.
Download »
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Contact us
If the SDU can help you further then please e-mail us or
call 0113 8253220. Previous SDU bulletins can be found on our website.
Sustainable Development Unit
Victoria House, Capital Park, Fulbourn,
Cambridge, CB21 5XB
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